Abstract-h this paper, we etudy the stability of moving invariant &a and uncertain dynamic syateme on time scale. A control application is considered.
INTRODUCTION
Nonlinear differential equations with uncertain parameters may cause change of equilibrium states. To investigate such situations, Siljak, Ikeda and Ohata [l] have introduced the notion of parametric stability and discussed its study which is interesting in itself.
A fundamental feedback control problem is that of obtaining some desired behavior from the given system which has uncertain information. Leitmann and associates [2] [3] [4] have dealt with such a problem in a series of papers. They have investigated continuous and discrete uncertain systems by means of Lyapunov functions.
Recently, a theory known as dynamic systems on time scales has been built which incorporates both continuous and discrete times, namely, time as an arbitrary closed sets of reals, and permit us to handle both systems simultaneously [5, 6] . This theory allows one to get some insight into and better understanding of the subtle differences between discrete and continuous systems.
To study uncertain systems, a different idea is employed in [7-g] , which exhibits moving invariant sets as the parameter changes. By reducing the problem to a simpler comparison problem, the stability of moving invariant sets is discussed employing comparison method. The derivative of the Lyapunov function involved is estimated from opposite directions relative to suitable sets in phase space that depend on the moving parameter.
In this paper, utilizing the framework of the theory of dynamic systems on time scale, we shall investigate uncertain dynamic systems on time scale relative to stability of moving invariant sets. As an application of our results, we shall consider the control of uncertain dynamic system on time scales and obtain the desired stability behavior of moving invariant sets. For some preliminary work in thii direction, see [lo] .
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PRELIMINARIES
Let 'I' be a time scale (any subset of R with order and topological structure defined in a cannonical way) with tc 2 0 as a minimal element and no maximal element. Since a time scale T may or may not be connected, we need the following concept of jump operators. Let C&[T,X] denote the set of rd-continuous mappings from T to X. It is clear that a continuous mapping is rd-continuous. However, if T contains left-dense and right-scattered points, then rd-continuity does not imply continuity. But on a discrete time scale, the two notions coincide. and if 'II' = 2, (I! = uA = u(t + 1) -u(t). It is easy to see that if u is differentiable at t, then it is continuous at t, if u is continuous at t and t is right-scattered, then u is differentiable and uA(t) = u(6(t)) -u(t) cl*@> * DEFINITION 2.6. For each t E 'I', let N be a neighborhood oft. Then, we define the generalized derivative (or Dini derivative), D+uA(t), to mean that, given e > 0, there exists a right neighborhood N, c N oft such that 44t)) -4s) P* (6 s>
for s E N,, s > t, where /.~(t, s) = a(t) -s.
In case t ls rs and u is continuous at t, we have, as in the case of the derivative,
= u'"';;,, +). 
Following Definition 2.6, define, for V E &[T x R",R+], D+V*(t,z(t))
to mean that, given e > 0, there exists a right neighborhood N, c N of t such that
&V(o(t), z@(t))) -V(s, z(o(t)) -/J(t, s)f(t, z(t))] c D+V*(t, z(t)) + e,
, for each s E N,, s > t. AE before, if t is rs and V(t,z(t)) is continuous at t, thii reduces to 
(t,z(t)) 5 r(t, to, UC,), t E T, t 2 to.
A result giving the lower estimate is also true.
THEKIREM 2.3. &et V E &['P x R*,R+], V(t,z) be locally Lipschitzian in z for each t E 'I'
which ia rd, and I& D'v*(t,z) 2 g(t, V, z)), wheregE C,.#xR+,R],g(t,u)~*(t)+uisnondecreasinginuforeacht ~Tandp(t) =p(t,to,u~) is the minimal zohrtion of u* = g(t,u), u(t0) = ~0 1 0, existing on T. Then, V(to,xo) 2 UQ impka that V(t,z(t)) 2 p(t), t E T, t 2 to.
We need lx&h comparison results in our discussion below. 
MAIN RESULTS
Consider
then
(a) thereexistsa6=6(e)>OsuchthatRo-65uo5R+6impliesRo-e5zl(t)5R+t, t 2 to, t E T;
(b) there exists a 60 > 0 and a T = T(E) > 0 such that & -60 5 ~0 5 R + 60 implies
Ro-~5u(t)5R+e,t~to+T,tET; where u(t) = u(t, to, uo) is any solution of (3.2). Let us define the usual K class functions by K = [a E C[R+, R+] : a(u) L strictly increasing in u with a(O) = 0 and a(u) --, 00 as u --) oo].
We can now prove the following result on UAS of the conditionally invariant set B with respect to A, relative to the system (2.1). Let us define the sets Cl,, Sz, by 0, = [z E R" : x E Ap*(t) and 1x1 2 T], R, = [x E R" : x E Ap*(t) and 1x1 5 ~~1. TO 5 T, there exists RQ 5 R such that R = al(r) = bl(p) and RQ = h(ro) = az(~o),wherepoIro5r<pandR +ossT+o,~+oossTl-J+oo; (Ad) the set Q is invariant is UAS with respect to (3.2).
and ifx E 51,, D+VA(t,x) 2 g(t,V(t,x),ro), where g E Crd[la x R$, R], g(t, u, p)jP(t) + u is nond ecreasing in u for each (t, u); (As) for each
Then, the set B is conditionally invariant with respect to A and is UAS relative to the system (3.1).
PROOF. We shall first prove that B is conditionally invariant with respect to A and (3.1). If not, there would exist a solution x(t) = x(t, to,xo) of (3.1) with ro 5 lzol 5 T and to < t2 such that either Because of (AZ), using comparison Theorems 2,2, 2.3, we get either V(G z(t)) I r(t, to, Vo, ZO))r or V(G z(t)) I P(& to, V&o, zo)),
for t E [to, tz] II 'I', where r(t, to, UO), p(t, to, UC,) are the maximal and minimal solutions of (3.2). Hence, using (As) and (Ad) in Case (i), we have h(p) < h(l~@z)l> 5 w2,4t2)) I ~(tZ~tO9V@Ol~o)) 5 ~(t2,toc~l(l~ol)) I r(tz,to,m(~)) I al(r) = h(P) 7 or, in Case (ii), we get
2 p(ta,to,bz(lsol)) 2 p(tz,totbz(ro)) 2 bz(ro) = az(po).
Thus, we have a contradiction in both cases and hence, B is conditionally invariant with respect to A and (3.1). Let 0 < c < po and to E 'I' be given. Since (Ad) holds and
there exist q, 6r,b > 0 such that
R+~I=uI(~+~)<~I(~+E)=R+~,
and R,, -e = a&,, -c) < bz(ro -S) = Ri, -61, satisfying & -61 < UC, < R + 61, implies RQ -er < u(t) < R + el, t 1 to, t E T, where u(t) = u(t, to, 2~0) is any solution of (3.2). We claim that with this 6 > 0, the set B is US relative to A, that is, ro -6 < 12cl < T + 6, implies po -e < Iz(t)l < p + e, t 2 to, t E T.
If this is not true, there would exist a solution z(t) of (3.1) with TO -6 < lzol < T + 6 and a t2 > to such that either 
V(tz,2$2)) 1 P(tz,to,V(toJo))
2 p(t2, to, bdlzol)) 2 &z, to, b&o -6)) 2 Wo) = a2b -~1, which is again a contradiction. Hence, the set B is US relative to A.
To prove UAS of the set B relative to A, let us fix c = po and designate by 60 = 6(h) so, that we have ro -60 < (x0( < r + 60, implies 0 < Ix(t)1 < p + ~0, t>tl-J, tET.
Let 0 < e < po and to E T. Since R is UAS, given a&~-e), bl(p+e), there exists a T = T(e) > 0, with to + T E T such that bz(7.0 -60) < ?-Jo < al(T + 601, implies a&o -e) < u(t) C bl(p + c),
We claim that whenever TO -SO < [x0/ < T + ~50, we have t 2 to + T.
PO -c < Ix(t)1 < p + 6
i! 1 to + T, t E T.
If this is not true, there would exist a solution z(t) of (3.1) such that where ro -60 < 1x01 < T + 60. As before, using (As) and (Aa), we get successively bl(p+e) I V(tz,x(Q) 5 Qz,tocal(r+60)) < b&+4, and a2bo -e) 2 w2,4t2)) 2 p(tz,to, b2t7.0 -~0)) > a2(po -e>, which are contradictions. Hence, we have B is UAS with respect to A relative to system (3.1) and the proof is complete. I
REMARKS.
If 'II' = R, then (3.1),(3.2) re d uce to the continuous differential systems. Since, in thii case, p*(t) = 0, the results of Theorem 3.1 reduce to those in [7] . Note, that the conditions (Al) and (AZ) are than weaker which are sufficient to prove UAS. If, on the other hand, 'I' = 2, so that p*(t) = 1, (3.1) and (3.2) reduce to difference equations, and consequently, one needs stronger conditions (Al), (AZ). Theorem 3.1 offers new result in this special case.
As an application of Theorem 3.1, we shall consider the control of uncertain dynamic system on time scales of the form We are now in a position to prove the following result. To apply Theorem 3.1, we need to show that the set s2 = [u E R+ : RQ 5 u 5 R] is invariant and is UAS relative to the comparison dynamic equation (3.2) . Because of the specific nature of g, it is not difficult to prove it following the proof of Theorem 3.1 We omit the details to avoid monotony. The proof of Theorem 3.3 is, therefore, complete. I
